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The Kalama Manufacturing plant would be a climate disaster. After our state just spent a week and a
half being covered in wildfire smoke that left our air unhealthy to breathe are we really considering
opening a plant that is meant to convert natural gas to methanol for the sake of creating more
plastic? The average human is consuming 5 ounces of plastic A WEEK. This is the equivalent of a
debit card. Are we seriously sticking to creating toxic plastic to further destroy our planet and
bodies? As the climate crisis is accelerating at a rate even scientists can't believe are we really
creating a plant that enables us to create more plastic? How much longer are we going to prioritize
immediate profit over life? On top of that the proper studies haven't even been done to see what
damage this plant will do in terms of emissions and local impact. It should not be ignored the
emissions that will be created after the methanol created in the plant is shipped to Asia to use in
creation of plastic. On top of everything else this plant is set to be built right on our own Columbia
river. We have all seen that corporations would rather pay a fine after a disaster rather than
preventing disasters because they are never held responsible. Will we further danger our wildlife
and food environments? This methanol plant would create a higher risk of earthquakes in our
region. Are we willing to put lives in danger for profit? We should be moving AWAY from fossil
fuels. Not accelerating the climate disaster even more. This facility would pose a great danger to
our local area and the planet. This planned facility should be stopped at all costs. Stop this nonsense.
Stop killing animals and people for the sake of immediate profits. Will you be able to look your
children in the eyes and tell them you did everything you could to give them their peers a safe
environment to thrive in?


